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The advent and wide acceptance of digital imaging technology has motivated an upsurge in
research focused on managing the ever-growing number of digital images. Current research in
image manipulation represents a general shift in the field of computer vision from traditional
image analysis based on low-level features (e.g. color and texture) to semantic scene
understanding based on high-level features (e.g. grass and sky). One particular area of
investigation is scene categorization, where the organization of a large number of images is
treated as a classification problem. Generally, the classification involves mapping a set of
traditional low-level features to semantically meaningful categories, such as indoor and outdoor
scenes, using a classifier engine. Successful indoor/outdoor scene categorization is beneficial to a
number of image manipulation applications, as indoor and outdoor scenes represent among the
most general scene types. In content-based image retrieval, for example, a query for a scene
containing a sunset can be restricted to images in the database pre-categorized as outdoor scenes.
Also, in image enhancement, categorization of a scene as indoor vs. outdoor can lead to improved
color balancing and tone reproduction.
Prior research in scene classification has shown that high-level information can, in fact, be
inferred from low-level image features. Classification rates of roughly 90% have been reported
using low-level features to predict indoor scenes vs. outdoor scenes. However, the high
classification rates are often achieved by using computationally expensive, high-dimensional
feature sets, thus limiting the practical implementation of such systems. To address this problem,
a low complexity, low-dimensional feature set was extracted in a variety of configurations in the
work presented here. Due to their excellent generalization performance, Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) were used to manage the tradeoff between reduced dimensionality and
increased classification accuracy. It was determined that features extracted from image
subblocks, as opposed to the full image, can yield better classification rates when combined in a
second stage. In particular, applying SVMs in two stages led to an indoor/outdoor classification
accuracy of 90.2% on a large database
of consumer photographs provided by Kodak. Finally, it
was also shown that low-level and semantic features can be integrated efficiently using Bayesian
networks for increased accuracy. Specifically, the integration of grass and sky semantic features
with color and texture low-level features increased the indoor/outdoor classification rate to 92.8%
on the same database of images.
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1.1 The Scene Classification Problem
The number of digital images to be processed, transmitted, and archived is increasing rapidly as
the quality and variety of digital capture technology grow. Consequently, the need for efficient
digital image management technology has also risen in importance. A concerted effort to develop
technology capable of interpreting the content of digital imagery has also gained momentum.
Successful interpretation of scene content i.e. image understanding has been and remains a
very challenging problem in computer vision. It can be said that modern research in image
understanding evolved from prior research in image analysis [1]. However, image understanding
deals primarily with high-level (semantic) scene information including people, buildings, and
natural scenery, for example, while image analysis has traditionally focused on low-level image
content such as color and texture. Thus, the challenge in image understanding has been to move
from low-level scene description to more meaningful semantic interpretation.
An important area of research in image understanding is scene classification. The goal in scene
classification is to organize images categorically. Scene classification has been investigated
primarily for image database management applications. Yet, any area involving image
manipulation, such as digital photofinishing, stands to benefit from successful scene
classification. Knowledge of the scene can help improve the performance of such digital
photofinishing operations as color balance and tone reproduction, for instance.
The inference of semantic scene content from low-level features has traditionally been
accomplished through statistical learning. Although this approach has been shown to be
successful, it does have limitations. The limitations rest, in particular, on the reliance on
classifier engines to infer the semantic content from low-level features. High classification
accuracy can be achieved if there is consistency
between the images in the training set. This,
however, implies that the classification will be less accurate for images outside the training set
especially those with different
scene characteristics. On the other hand, when large and diverse
image sets are used to train the classifier engines, the classification accuracy also decreases
considerably because there is insufficient
discrimination with low-level features alone. Although
this is a pervading challenge in the pattern recognition field in general, there are encouraging
signs. Specifically, the incorporation of high-level scene information together with the traditional
low-level image features seems a promising approach to scene classification.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Scene Classification Research
Research in scene classification has been largely driven by applications involving the
manipulation of a large volume of imagery [2]. Many image database management systems have
been proposed over the years including QBIC [3], Photobook [4], VisualSEEk [5], NeTra [6], and
MARS [7]. Most of these systems are example-based systems in that the low-level features of an
example query image are used to find images in the database with similar features. These
low-
level features generally include some form of color and texture image analysis. However, it is
well known that images with entirely different semantic scene content can possess similar
low-
level features. For example, it is entirely possible for a scene containing a school bus to be
confused with a sunset scene using color features, such as a color histogram. Thus, scene
interpretation using low-level features alone is usually ineffective. It is for this reason that higher
level features have been investigated as a means of improving content-based image retrieval and
image understanding, in general.
The need for automatic semantic scene interpretation and subsequent indexing in image databases
were noted in [4]. In [8], a paradigm for texture annotation was proposed, where a texture model
derived from an image (or image region) is linked to a semantic descriptor, e.g. water. The
inclusion of, for instance, shape and sketch, as well as their location and size was proposed in [3-
7]. Yet, image primitives including color, texture, and shape, to name a few, alone cannot fully
bridge the gap to semantic scene
understanding. In [6], text annotations were used to describe
scene content. Although text annotations can describe semantic scene content, the content can be
varied, complex, and thus, subject to interpretation. Furthermore, the semantic description is not
automatic; it depends on human action. These limitations, as well as the growing number of
applications involving image manipulation, have motivated an upsurge in scene classification
research, where images are organized according to semantically meaningful categories. Scene
classification may be supervised or unsupervised. In the unsupervised case, clustering techniques
are used to group images according to their semantic scene content [9,10]. In the supervised case,
scenes are classified using pre-defined semantic categories, e.g. indoor scenes vs. outdoor scenes.
1.2.2 Indoor/Outdoor Scene Classification
Because, in general, scene classification is challenging, the problem can be simplified by
considering broad scene categories, such as indoor scenes vs. outdoor scenes. Clearly, other
semantic categories could be explored and, in fact, categorization according to human preference
has been investigated [11]. However, indoor/outdoor classification has received significant
attention partially because of its importance in image enhancement, as discussed earlier.
Szummer and Picard first explored indoor/outdoor scene classification and showed that high-level
image content could be deduced through statistical classification of low-level image attributes
[12]. Later research addressing indoor/outdoor classification includes the work of Paek et al [13],
Vailaya et al [11,14], Savakis and Luo [15], and Guerin-Dugue and Oliva [16], to name a few.
Although these approaches vary in many respects, some general trends can be discerned.
1.2.3 Feature Extraction
Almost all documented indoor/outdoor scene classification work involves some degree of low-
level feature extraction. In general, indoor/outdoor classification approaches employ color,
texture, and to a lesser extent, spatial frequency low-level features. These features are typically
computed on either the entire image or image subblocks. The most common color features used
for indoor/outdoor classification include color histograms [12,13,15] and color moments [11,14].
In terms of texture features, the Multiresolution Simultaneous Auto-Regressive (MSAR) model
was explored in [11,12,14,15], edge direction histograms were considered in [11,13,14], and
Local Dominant Orientation (LDO) distributions were used in [16]. Spectral features, such as
discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients, have also been investigated, though they have been
shown to be less useful [12]. In the case of [15,16], the features are extracted from the entire
image, whereas the other approaches in [11-14] extract the features from image subblocks.
Finally, in [13], textual features are derived from text annotations and combined with image-
based features for indoor/outdoor classification.
1.2.4 Feature Classification
It can be said that there are two dominating paradigms for the classification of low-level
indoor/outdoor image features: 1) feature extraction and classification from image subblocks, and
2) feature extraction and classification from the full image. If the first approach is used, the
subblock features can be concatenated in order to obtain a feature vector representing the full
image, as in [11,14,17]. Classification of the concatenated feature vector then yields a full image
indoor/outdoor label. Alternatively, the subblock features can be classified independently [12].
This implies that the resulting indoor/outdoor classification for each subblock must somehow be
combined to produce an indoor/outdoor label corresponding to the full image. The second, less
common, approach, as in [15,16], involves low-level feature extraction and subsequent feature
extraction from the whole image.
In terms of specific classifier engines, the ^-nearest neighbor (&-NN) classifier has been
frequently used and shown to produce favorable results for indoor/outdoor classification
[12,15,16]. The main drawback, however, is that &-NN classifiers are generally slow. A more
efficient Bayesian classification approach was used in [11,14] to classify concatenated subblock
features. However, concatenated feature vectors can be very high dimensional. Not surprisingly,
the concatenated feature vectors used in [11,14] had on the order of 600 dimensions. High
feature dimensionality can be problematic and is typically avoided.
1 .2.5 Feature Integration
The indoor/outdoor classification methods described in [11,14,16] construct a feature vector
corresponding to the entire
image. The final indoor/outdoor assignment is produced by statistical
classification of this feature vector. Thus, these methods rely on the classifier engine to map the
relationship between the low-level features and the semantic scene content. Approaches of this
type have typically achieved indoor/outdoor classification rates slightly lower than 90%.
Specifically, in [11,14], indoor/outdoor classification rates of 88.2% and 88.7% were reported for
two independent image test sets. The work described in [16] included two other classes {open
and closed scenes) in addition to the indoor and outdoor classes resulting in an overall recognition
rate of 88.7%.
Many of the other referenced approaches involve additional feature integration (or interpretation)
before making a final indoor/outdoor category assignment. In [12], two distinct classifiers were
trained for color and texture features extracted from a 4 x 4 image tessellation. Consequently,
two indoor/outdoor labels are assigned to each image subblock one resulting from the color
classifier and another from the texture classifier. The final indoor/outdoor classification was
decided by majority vote. A final indoor/outdoor classification rate of 90.3% was reported on a
database of 1324 images provided by Kodak. However, in [13] this method was evaluated on a
distinct image database of 1300 news images and the indoor/outdoor classification rate dropped
to 74.7% significantly lower than 90.3%. This drop could be due to the fact that Kodak's image
database contains a large number of images with duplicate scene content that might inflate the
classification rates. This issue is revisited in section 6.1.
Other approaches have integrated the low-level image features described in the previous section
with higher level features. For instance, Paek et al [13] proposed a unique approach to integrate
low-level color and texture features computed over image subblocks together with textual
information about the content of the scene. Using this technique, an indoor/outdoor classification
rate of 86% was reported on a database of approximately 1300 news images.
In [15], Savakis and Luo computed color and texture features analogous to [12]. As in [12], a k-
NN classifier was trained for both the color and texture features. However, the features were
computed over the entire image, rather than image subblocks. Using this approach,
indoor/outdoor classification rates of 74.2% and 82.2% were obtained for the color and texture
features, respectively, on the Kodak image database (minus 15 ambiguous scenes) used in [12].
They also proposed a paradigm for the integration of the low-level color and texture features
together with semantic scene information using Bayesian belief networks. In this approach, a
Bayes net was used to integrate the indoor/outdoor beliefs obtained using color and texture
features together with semantic information that distinguishes outdoor scenes from indoor scenes,
such as the presence of grass and/or sky regions in an image. This approach yielded a final
indoor/outdoor classification rate of 90.1% using grass and sky ground truth and 84.7% using
computed grass and sky features.
1.3 Thesis Contribution
The work presented in this thesis proposes an improved approach to indoor/outdoor scene
classification. The key contributions of this thesis are the following:
1) Low dimensional, low complexity feature set
2) Application of Support VectorMachines (SVMs) to low-level feature classification
3) Application of SVMs to interpret subblock beliefs in a second classification stage
4) Increased overall indoor/outdoor classification by integrating low-level and semantic
features using a Bayesian network
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the low-level feature set to be used for
indoor/outdoor classification: color histograms, wavelet coefficients, and edge direction
histograms. Section 3 discusses low-level feature classification using SVMs. In addition, a
variety of configurations for feature extraction and classification are proposed. Section 4
describes the use of semantic feature detectors for indoor/outdoor classification. Section 5
presents an introduction to Bayesian belief networks and a paradigm for the integration of low-
level and semantic features for indoor/outdoor classification. Section 6 delineates the results
from each approach and compares the classification accuracy of the proposed system to existing
work. Conclusions are drawn in section 7.
2. LOW-LEVEL FEATURE EXTRACTION
This section describes a series of low-level features for indoor/outdoor classification. Color and
texture attributes constitute the most common low-level features in scene classification. Many
color and texture analysis techniques exist, and a number of these have been proposed for
indoor/outdoor classification. Popular color features include color moments [11,14,17], color
histograms [12,15], color coherence vectors [11,14,17], and color correlograms [18]. Popular
texture features include MSAR features [11,13,14,15,17], edge direction histograms [11,14,17],
edge direction coherence vectors [11,14,17], and LDO distributions [16]. Although these features
have been shown to be effective for indoor/outdoor classification, prior research has focused on
successful resolution of the indoor/outdoor classification problem first, and tractability second.
Hence, the low-level features considered here were assessed not only in terms of their
effectiveness for indoor/outdoor classification but also in terms of their computational efficiency.
Three different low-level features were evaluated: color histograms, wavelet texture features, and
edge-direction histograms.
2.1 Color Features
It is well known that the spectral characteristics of natural and artificial illuminants can vary
considerably [19]. Moreover, the primary light source in a scene will impact the color
reproduction in a photograph, be it digital or analog. Thus, illuminant differences are among the
most important scene characteristics that distinguish indoor scenes from outdoor scenes.
Reconstruction of the spectral characteristics of the illumination source in a scene remains a
difficult problem [20] and therefore, beyond the scope of scene classification. Instead, the goal in
indoor/outdoor classification is to capture coarse scene illumination differences by using simple,
well-established color features. Color histograms were used in the indoor/outdoor classification
system proposed here because of their simplicity. Based on prior use of color histograms for
indoor/outdoor classification [12,15], the precision of the histograms was reduced by a factor of 2
in order to improve efficiency. The choice of color space is of prime importance and is addressed
in the following section.
2.1.1 LST Color Sp,ace
Many factors impact the selection of a color space. These factors may include the statistical
distribution of color signals, the effect of noise in color coordinates, the effect of light source
variations, and the effect of reflectance variations. Based on these considerations, the LST color
space, also known as the Ohta color space or T-space [21], is a good choice. The LST color space
has been shown to be useful in image processing applications [22] and is detailed below:
For an 8-bit image, oris given by:
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The three LST components are orthogonal and have unit length. The LST color space is a
luminance-chrominance representation and the color components are thus, approximately
decorrelated. The ST (chrominance) components are intensity-invariant, meaning they do not
vary with light source intensity changes. Furthermore, the S component of the LST color space
represents daylight to tungsten illuminant variations. Finally, LST color channels represent the
principal components of a large selection of natural RGB images.
2. 1 .2 LST ColorHistograms
Having transformed an input RGB image to the LST color space, color histograms for each of the
three channels were obtained. Let hL(b), hs(b), and hj{b) be the histograms corresponding to the
L, S, and T channels, respectively. Where, b=l,2,...,nc represents the gray level bins, and nc is the
total number of bins per color histogram. The concatenated L, S, and T histograms constitute the
color feature vector xc:
xc = [hL(l), hL(2),..., hL(nc), hs(l), hs(2),..., hs(nc), h^l), M2),..., h-fa)] (5)
This color feature approach is analogous to that of [12,15] (including the choice of color space).
The dimensionality of the color histogram feature vector is equal to 2>nc. The number of bins per
color histogram was set to c=16 for a feature dimensionality of 48. In [12,15], 32 bins per
histogram were used for a feature dimensionality of 96. Therefore, the color features proposed
here have half the dimensionality of the analogous features used in [12,15].
2.2 Wavelet Texture Features
Texture has long been an area of research in image analysis. The numerous texture features
proposed over the years can be divided into five categories [23]: statistical, geometrical,
structural, model-based, and signal processing features. Early approaches to texture analysis
relied mostly on statistical features [24,25]. It has since been shown, however, that statistical
methods do not adequately describe both local and global textural information [26]. Attention
has thus concentrated on signal processing approaches, and in particular, multiresolution
methods, which better preserve both local and global information [27,28]. Of particular note is
the aforementioned MSAR model introduced by Mao and Jain [29]. As noted earlier, the MSAR
model has been used considerably for indoor/outdoor classification [11,12,14,15,17]. Despite
their popularity, MSAR texture features are computationally intensive. A more computationally
efficient alternative is the wavelet transform [30].
The last decade, especially, has produced a host of work on the wavelet transform and its
applications. Not originally envisaged as a tool for texture analysis per se, the applicability of the
wavelet transform to texture analysis was first proposed in the pioneering work of Mallat [31].
Wavelet packets (or tree-structured wavelet transform) [32], and wavelet frames (or over-
complete wavelets) [33] have also proven to be useful approaches to texture analysis. Moreover,
wavelet features performed favorably compared to other signal processing texture features,
including MSAR features, in a recent evaluation [34]. Beyond texture analysis, the use of the
wavelet transform has been extended to high-level scene analysis, as surveyed in [35]. Finally, it
is worth noting that the wavelet transform has also been shown to exist in biological visual
systems [36]. Due to their comparative computational efficiency and positive performance in
texture analysis, wavelet features are considered here.
2.2.1 Wavelet Transform
Multiresolution analysis (MRA) refers to the process of decomposing a signal into a hierarchy of
approximation and detail coefficients. Fundamental to MRA is the fact that the original signal
can be reconstructed perfectly from the approximation and detail functions if the proper
methodology is employed. Simple scaling alone is not feasible because frequency information is
lost, thus making it impossible to reconstruct the original signal exactly. However, if the scaling
is preceded by a filtering stage using a low-pass (LP) filter h0(n) and a high-pass (HP) filter hx(n),
the original signal can be reconstructed perfectly by scaling the analyzed signal and then filtering
it with a LP filter g0(n) and a HP filter g\(n). The decomposition can be done multiple times thus
producing multiple scaled versions of the original signal the aforementioned hierarchy.
The wavelet transform is a specialized form ofMRA, where the signal is decomposed into a set
of functions i/fm,n(t) defined by:
Vm,n(t) = 2m/2y/(2mt-n) (6)
The family of functions of Eq. (5) is generated by translating and dilating the mother wavelet






Where, h0(k) and hx{k) are the coefficients of the aforementioned LP and HP decomposition
filters, respectively. If a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is used, the filter coefficients
themselves can be used instead of the continuous functions yAt) and <p(J). Biorthogonal wavelet
filter banks are a special class of DWT. In a biorthogonal wavelet representation, the
decomposition filters h0(n) and hx{n) satisfy and are related by:
5>o() = i (9)
n
2(-l)"-1/z1(n) = 2 (10)
n
hl(n) = (-l)nh0(l-n) (11)
The reconstruction filters g0(n) and gi(n) are related to ho(n) and h^n) according to:
g0(n) = (.-iyhl(l-n) (12)
g1(n)
= (-l)n-1ft0(l-) (13)
The biorthogonal denomination stems from the fact that h0(n) and g\(n) are mutually orthogonal
as are h{(n) and go(n). In addition, biorthogonal filter banks are symmetric (i.e. have linear phase)
and are approximately decorrelated.
The 2-D DWT is an extension of the 1-D case. In fact, a separable 2-D DWT can be easily
implemented by applying the 1-D filters (described above) along the two dimensions of the
signal. For a given image f\x,y), a one-level, 2-D separable DWT decomposition can be

















Where, LL, LH, HL and HH stand for low-low, low-high, high-low, and high-high, respectively.
Specifically, LLx{x,y) represent the approximation coefficients and LH:(x,y), HL\(x,y), and
HHi(x,y) represent the detail coefficients. The subscript denotes the decomposition level (in this
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Figure 1 . 2-D separable DWT implementation.
Wavelet coefficients are typically depicted using the pyramid structure shown in Figure 2. As
can be seen from Figure 2, for each level of decomposition, it is the low-frequency coefficients
that are further decomposed. This implies that the final decomposition at level K will consist of







Figure 2. Two-level pyramid DWT structure.
2.2.2 WaveletBasis Selection
An important point of consideration when employing the DWT is the selection of a wavelet basis
(i.e. filter bank). Many wavelet filter banks exist, each possessing distinct properties.
Biorthogonal wavelets (discussed in the previous section) have been shown to be useful for image
compression [37] and will be used in the new JPEG2000 compression standard [38]. In the area
of texture analysis, however, no formal evaluation of wavelet filter banks had been conducted
until recently.
Daubechies'
filter banks have traditionally been a popular choice for wavelet
texture analysis [32,39,40,41]. Yet, the selection of a wavelet basis for texture analysis has
largely been subjective or arbitrary. In [42], Mojsilovic et al, attempt to define an optimal
wavelet basis for texture characterization. Their study showed, first, that the selection of
decomposition filters notably impacts texture characterization. Second, in comparing 19
orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet filters, they found that biorthogonal filters outperformed
orthogonal filters. A simple study described below provides further motivation for the use of
biorthogonal, as opposed to, orthogonal filters.
A simple test image with edges oriented in four directions (0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees) is shown
in Figure 3. The edges in the image have a width of one pixel. The simple test involves a
wavelet decomposition of the test image using
Daubechies'
popular 4-tap orthonormal filter (db4)
and the 5/3 biorthogonal filter (bior5/3). The LHX and HLX wavelet coefficients corresponding to
the db4 decomposition are shown in Figure 4a, and the LHX and HLX wavelet coefficients
13
corresponding to the bior5/3 decomposition are shown in Figure 4b. As can be seen from Figure
4a, an interesting artifact appears when using the db4 filter. Namely, the db4 filter is unable to
properly extract the edges oriented at 135 degrees (the first quadrant in the test image), whereas
the bior5/3 filters does. This is related to the frequency response of the db4 filter and is clearly,
an undesirable result.
Figure 3. Edge pattern used for wavelet filter evaluation.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. LHX and HLX coefficients using the db4 filter (a) and the bior5/3 filter (b).
Another consideration is computational efficiency. Shorter filter lengths are, obviously, more
computationally efficient as they require fewer numerical operations per pixel. Considering both
computational tractability and optimal texture characterization, the bior5/3 wavelet filters were
selected for the proposed indoor/outdoor classification system. Finally, the bior5/3 filter is one of
two wavelet filter sets selected for inclusion in the JPEG2000 standard. Therefore, selecting this
14
filter may provide further efficiency gains when the indoor/outdoor classification system is
implemented in conjunction with the JPEG2000 codec. The bior5/3 decomposition filters h0(n)
and hi(n) are shown in Eq. (18) and (19). In this case they are not shown in normalized form in
order to illustrate the fact that they are integer coefficients.
h0(n) = [-l 2 6 2-1]
hx(n) = [l -2 1]
(18)
(19)
2.2.3 Wavelet Texture Feature Extraction
Let c2, cs, c4, c5, c6, c7, and cs represent the subband coefficients of the two-level wavelet













Figure 5. Coefficient labels for wavelet texture feature extraction.
As can be seen from Figure 5, c2=LHl(x,y), c3=//L1(x,y), cA=HHx{x,y), c5=LL2(x,y), c6=LH2(x,y),
c7=HL2(x,y), and c&=HH2(x,y). Coefficient set c5 is a low-frequency approximation of the original
signal. The other coefficients provide directionally correlated measures of the high-frequency
signal content. Because natural textures contain mostly mid to high frequency information, the
low-frequency coefficients are not inherently useful for texture description. Thus, rather than

















Because the Laplacian filter provides an isotropic measure of the high-frequency signal
information, the filtered coefficient set c5 can be regarded as a measure of non-directional high
frequency energy in the image. Ultimately, the texture features are obtained by computing the
subband energy for all wavelet coefficients (including the Laplacian filtered c5 coefficients)




= k = 2,X..AK (22)
Where, M and N are the image dimensions of coefficient ck, and K is the number of
decomposition levels (in this case 2). Therefore, seven wavelet texture features are obtained.
This represents a reduction by a factor of 2 compared to the 15 MSAR features used in
[11,12,14,15,17]. The wavelet texture feature vector x, is defined as:
\, = [e2,e3,...,e8] (23)
2.3 Edge Direction Features
It has been observed that many types of scenes have directional edge signatures. For instance,
scenes containing man-made structures
(e.g. city scenes) tend to have edges with dominant
orientations. On the other hand, images with a predominance of natural scenery (e.g. landscape
scenes) tend to have more randomly oriented edge content. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that
directional edge features might be strong discriminators between certain types of scenes. Not
surprisingly, Vailaya et al showed that edge direction histograms were, in fact, good
discriminators of city vs. landscape scenes
[17]. Edge direction histograms were also evaluated
16
for indoor/outdoor classification in [9,12,13]. Other directionally sensitive features have also
been used for indoor/outdoor classification, including the LDO distributions introduced in [16].
In keeping with the goal of computational efficiency, edge direction histograms are considered
here.
The process involves four basic steps: 1) edge detection, 2) computation of the edge magnitude
and direction, and 3) selection of dominant edges, and 4) construction of the edge direction
histogram. The method of Lee and Cok [43], which provides a framework for detecting
boundaries in color images and estimating their magnitude and direction, is adopted here and
summarized below.
2.3.1 Edge Detection
Given an image j\x,y) with three color attributes (R,G,B), the individual color planes can be
defined as:
r(x,y) =fix,y) e R (24)
g(x,y) =fix,y) e G (25)
b(x,y) =f{x,y) G B (26)
The horizontal edges can be obtained by convolving each of the above color planes with a












^- = J,^(i,j)hx(x-i,y-j) (29)
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Where, M and N denote the row and column dimensions ofJ\x,y). Similarly, the vertical edges































Finally, it should be noted that the image f\x,y) was first smoothed using a Gaussian filter before
applying filters (33) and (34) in order to suppress the effect of spurious edges.
2.3.2 EdgeMagnitude andDirection
Having estimated the horizontal and vertical edges, a matrix D composed of the partial derivative








D= Z*. ^ (35)
The edge magnitude and direction can be obtained from principal component analysis of the
matrix product DTD, where the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the edge magnitude. The
largest eigenvalue X and thus the edge magnitude is given by:
X =
2L
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The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue X provides the edge direction, which in
turn can be used to compute the edge angle. The partial derivatives dr/dx, dr/dx, db/dx, drldy,
dgldy, and dbldy have values associated with all points in f{x,y). Thus, each pixel location in the
original image will have a corresponding edge magnitude and direction.
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2.3.3 Dominant Edge Selection
It is not meaningful to construct an edge direction histogram without first analyzing the edge
magnitude and determining whether or not it is a dominant (i.e. significant) edge.
Canny'
s
popular edge detector [44] can be used for this purpose. Candidate points are those that are the
local edge magnitude maxima along the corresponding edge direction. A candidate point is
regarded as an edge if its edge magnitude is greater than a low threshold T, and is connected to at
least one point that has an edge magnitude greater than a high threshold T2. The thresholds Tj and
T2 are typically determined empirically depending on the desired degree of edge selectivity.
2.3.4 Edge Direction Histograms
An edge direction histogram is accumulated only for those points that were marked as dominant
edges according to the criteria of section 2.3.3. Let he{b) be the edge direction histogram, where,
b-l,2,...,ne represents the edge direction bin element, and ne is the total number of bins per edge
direction histogram. In other words, ne defines the number of edge angles to include in the
histogram he. The edge direction feature vector \e is given by:
xe = [he(l),he(2),...,he(ne),MN-^he(b)] (40)
b
The last element in the feature vector (which is not part of the edge direction histogram)
represents the number of non-edge points, where M and N are the row and column dimensions of
the image or image subblock. The dimensionality of the edge direction histogram is ne + 1 . The
number of bins per edge direction histogram was set to ne=36, for a feature dimensionality of 37.
This is roughly half the dimensionality of the analogous edge direction histograms of [11,14,17],
where
5
angle intervals were used, yielding edge direction histograms with 72 bins (i.e. ne=12).
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3. LOW-LEVEL FEATURE CLASSIFICATION
3.1 Support Vector Machines
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [45,46] is a new method of parameterization of functions,
and therefore has application outside the realm of predictive learning. It has been called a
universal learning procedure because it can be used to learn various representations such as
neural networks, radial basis functions (RBF), polynomial estimators, etc. In the pattern
recognition context, SVMs have been used for handwriting recognition [47], text categorization
[48], and face detection [49]. SVMs have been shown to have equivalent or significantly better
error rates than comparative classification methods [45]. One characteristic, in particular,
separates SVMs from other classification paradigms optimization of the separating hyperplane.
This optimization (discussed in the following section) results in better generalization beyond the
training data set. For these reasons, SVMs were used in the indoor/outdoor classification scheme
proposed here.
3.1.1 SVTS/L Training
In preceding sections, a color feature vector xc, a wavelet texture feature x,, and an edge direction
feature vector xe were introduced. A general feature vector x will be used in this section for
discussion purposes only. It should be noted that the discussion applies equally to the feature
vectors xc, x and xe.
Suppose there are / observations described by a feature vector x, s Rd, i=l,...,l and the associated
truth y, e {-1,1 } If observation i corresponds to an outdoor image, then y,=l, otherwise y,=-l.
The objective is to find some way of separating the observations such that there is a clear
distinction between the two classes y, (i.e. indoor vs. outdoor). There are infinitely many ways of
separating the data, however, the separation that yields the best generalization performance is
desired. To illustrate this further, a simple linear classification is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a
depicts a successful separation of the data, with minimal margin, where the margin is the sum of
the perpendicular distances from the closest point of each class to the separating hyperplane.
Figure 6b shows another successful separation where the margin has been maximized.
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Intuitively, the case in Figure 6b will have better generalization performance (lower
generalization error).
Figure 6. Successful SVM linear classification with sub-optimal (a) and optimal (b) margins.
For the linear-separable case shown in Figure 6, the hyperplane that separates the data satisfies
w x + b = 0 (41)
Where, w is normal to the hyperplane, and |b|/|w| is the perpendicular distance from the
hyperplane to the origin. The parameters, w and b, are determined by training the SVM. The
optimal hyperplane is obtained by maximizing the margin subject to the constraints
Xj- w + b > +1, for y, =+1
Xi w + b > -1, for y, =-1
(42)
(43)
which can be combined into
y,(x, w + b) - 1 > 0, Vi (44)
All points that satisfy (42) lie on the hyperplane H,: x, w + b
= 1. Points satisfying (43) lie on
the hyperplane H2: x,; w + b = -1. Hyperplanes Hj and H2 are shown in Figure 6 as solid lines.
Any point x, lying on either H; or H2 is
called a support vector. The support vectors in Figure 6
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are the points with an additional circle. The perpendicular distance from both H, and H2 to the
shattering hyperplane (41) is l/||w||, and thus, the margin is simply 2/||w||.
As stated earlier, the goal is to maximize the margin during SVM training. This optimization
problem can be solved using Lagrange multipliers. The full derivation is elegantly laid out in [43,
44]. For the sake of brevity, only the solution is noted below:
/(x) = JA,7;xrx,. +b (45)
i=\
Where, A, are the Lagrange multipliers. As can be seen, equation (45) is a function of the
observation (or feature) vector, x, and can be interpreted as the distance (in feature space) of the
point x from the separating hyperplane, or decision surface (41).
Up to this point, only the linear, separable SVM case has been treated. A solution similar to (45)
can be obtained for a non-linear SVM using a kernel function K(x,Xi). The reader is again
referred to [14, 19] for full derivations. The non-linear SVM solution is:
f(x) = ^XiyiK(x,xi) + b (46)
i=i
Clearly, Eq. (46) is similar in form to Eq. (45) and in fact, can be said to encompass the linear
case, where A"(x,x,) = xTx,. Some common kernel functions for non-linear classification are listed
in Table 1.
Table 1. Possible SVM kernel functions and type of classifier.
Kernel Function Classifier
/C(x,x,) = exp(-|x-x,|2/a2) Gaussian RBF
K(x,x.) = (xTx,- + If Polynomial of degree p
K(x,Xi) = tanh(v(x'x/) + a) Neural Network
Attention is now given to the non-separable data case. Most real life problems are of the non-
separable type. The fact that the data is non-separable implies that it is impossible to build a
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decision surface without some misclassification. Furthermore, when faced with the
non-
separable case, the above equations have no solution. To obtain a feasible solution for the non-
separable case and to manage the tradeoff between the margin and misclassification, constraints
(42) and (43) (for the linear case), are relaxed as follows:
xrw + b> +1-4, for y, =+1 (47)
x, w + b > -l+, for y, =-1 (48)
&>0Vi (49)
For an error to occur , must exceed unity and hence, , is an upper bound on the number of
training errors. A cost parameter C is then introduced, where C > 0, such that the function to be
minimized changes from ||w||2/2 to ||w||2/2 + CZ,. The optimization problem can again be solved
with Lagrange multipliers, where 0 <X,< C. The cost parameter is determined before training by
the user; a larger C corresponds to a higher penalty for errors. A similar approach is used for the
non-linear SVM. For a more complete description of the solutions incorporating the cost
parameter C, the reader is again referred to [45,46].
3.2 Low-Level Feature SVM Training
An RBF kernel (see Table 1) was used to train the color, texture, and edge direction features
separately. The choice of kernel was arbitrary. The SVMs were trained using the
"SVMfu"
algorithm developed at MIT's Artificial Intelligence Lab [50]. The SVMs were trained using
low-level features extracted from the full image, as well as image subblocks from a 2 x 2
tessellation and a 4 x 4 tessellation. In each case, the feature vectors were normalized to zero
mean and unit variance before training.
3.2.1 Low-LevelFeatures Extracted From the Full Image
In this configuration, the color, texture, and edge direction feature vectors xc, x and xe
representing the fullMxN image were
extracted. In general the output of an SVM classifier is a
distance measure given by Eq. (46). Hence, the color, texture, and edge direction SVMs output
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distance measures /c(xc), /,(x,), and/e(xe) respectively, which represent the indoor/outdoor beliefs
for the image in question. The process is shown schematically in Figure 7.











Figure 7. Low-level feature extraction and classification from the full image.
3.2.2 Low-LevelFeatures Extracted From a 2 x 2 Tessellation
In this case, the image is divided into 4 subblocks. For a given M x N resolution image, each
subblocks will be of size MI2 x N/2. Let i=l,2,...,4 denote the subblocks of a source image. The
feature vectors xc', xj, and xj are extracted from each subblock i and classified separately. SVM
distance measures fc(xc'),f,(x,'), and/e(x,') are thus, also obtained for each subblock i.
Feature extraction from image subblocks can be expected to achieve less accuracy compared to
the full image features, as there are fewer and weaker signatures. Although less accurate,
subblock classification offers further alternatives to inferring the final indoor/outdoor
classification. For instance, the subblock classification results can be combined in a variety of
ways and, as shown in [12], improve the final indoor/outdoor classification. This is the major
motivation for exploring subblock classification alternatives. Feature extraction and















Figure 8. Low-level feature extraction and classification from a 2 x 2 image tessellation.
3.2.3 Low-Level Features Extracted From a 4 x4 Tessellation
A 4 x 4 tessellation of anM x N image results in 16 subblocks ofMIA xM4 pixels. As before, the
feature vectors xc', x/, and xe\ i=l,2,...,16, are extracted from each subblock and classified
separately. A further drop in classification rates can be expected from the 4 x 4 as compared to
the 2 x 2 tessellation because the subblocks are smaller. Again, SVM distance measures fc(xcl),
ft(x,'), andfe(xe') are obtained for each image subblock. It should be noted that a 4 x 4 tessellation















Figure 9. Low-level feature extraction and classification from a 4 x 4 image tessellation.
3.3 Inferring Indoor/Outdoor Classification From Subblocks
As intimated earlier, when low-level features are extracted from the full image, the classifier
engine is assigned the task of inferring the high-level indoor/outdoor categorization. Yet, it was
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shown in [12] that higher indoor/outdoor classification rates could be achieved by classifying
features extracted from image subblocks and then combining the results in a second stage.
Specifically, the approach used in [12] involved classifying color and texture features extracted
from image subblocks with a fc-NN classifier and then combining the subblock results using
majority classification to obtain a final indoor/outdoor label for a given image.
Given the above remarks, three approaches to synthesize subblock beliefs were evaluated for the
indoor/outdoor classification system proposed here. The first is the majority classification
scheme proposed in [12], which will serve as a benchmark.
3.3.1 Majority Classification
Assume color, texture, and edge direction feature vectors xc', x/, and
xe'
are extracted from each
subblock i of a given image tessellation. The feature vectors are then classified using the
corresponding SVM, in turn producing the distance measures /c(xc'), //(x/), and fe(xe'). As
described in section 3.1.1, these values measure the distance of a given feature vector from the
separating hyperplane the trained SVM decision boundary in feature space. A large positive
value indicates the feature vector has strong outdoor scene cues. Conversely, a large negative
value indicates the feature vector has strong indoor scene cues. Thus, hard indoor/outdoor labels
Lc', L,', and
Le'
can be obtained for each subblock i using a hard limiter i.e. thresholding the














A label equal to one indicates the subblock represents an outdoor scene. After computing the
above equations, each subblock has three indoor/outdoor labels, one for each feature type. Let S
represent the summation of labels Lj, L/, and Lj over all subblocks:
S =4+4+4 (53)
/=i
Where, B is the total number of subblocks (e.g. 5=4 for a 2 x 2 tessellation). An indoor/outdoor





If, for example, color, texture, and edge direction features are used in a 4 x 4 image tessellation,
there will be 35 subblock labels. The label L=l (outdoor) is assigned if the subblock label
summation S is greater than half the number of total subblocks; in this case 35/2=24. However,
not all low-level features need be used. For instance, only two of the low-level features might be
extracted and classified. In this case, 25/2=16, and therefore, the label L=l (outdoor) would be
assigned if 5>16. The majority classifier is shown graphically for a 4 x 4 tessellation in Figure
10.
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Figure 10. Graphic illustration of the majority classifier approach.
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3.3.2 Synthesis ofSubblock SVM Distances
This approach is very similar to majority classification except that the SVM distance measure
is
exploited. In the majority classification approach, hard indoor/outdoor labels Lj, L/, and Lj were
obtained by thresholding /c(Xc'), /,(x/), and/e(xe'). Doing so, however, is equivalent to quantizing
the distance measures, thus incurring a loss of information and precision. Given that/c(xc'),/,(x/),
andfe(xe') are distance measures corresponding to all subblocks, they can be summed to obtain a
global distance measure for the entire image. In other words, the subblock distance measures can
be synthesized to obtain a value that represents the indoor/outdoor belief for the full image.







Where, 5 again represents the total number of subblocks in the tessellation. A binary






As before, a label L=l corresponds to an outdoor
scene. Summing the subblock distance
measures before binarization reduces the impact of any
borderline subblocks, as opposed to
forcing a hard label. This approach
can still be used even if one or more of the low-level features
is eliminated. If the edge direction features are excluded,
for instance, the label L would be
obtained by thresholding the sum of dc
and d, only. The subblock synthesis approach is shown
graphically for a 4 x 4






Figure 11. Graphic illustration of the subblock SVM distance synthesis approach.
3.3.3 Second Stage SVM
In preceding sections, two approaches were proposed to combine low-level features extracted
from image subblocks. In each case, the SVM subblock classification results were combined in
distinct ways in order to deduce the indoor/outdoor classification for the full image. A third
approach is to use a classifier engine to generalize the subblock classification results and infer a
final indoor/outdoor classification for the full image.
In this approach, the subblock SVM distance measures fc(xc'),f,(x,'), andfe(xe') are synthesized as
in section 3.3.2 in order to obtain distance measures dc, dt, and de using Eq. (55)
- (57). These
distance measures are then used to form a new color, texture, and edge direction feature vector
xcte.
Xc/e - [dc-, dt, de\ (59)
A new RBF SVM is then trained using the feature vector xcte. The output of this SVM, fc,e(xcte),
thus represents an indoor/outdoor belief for the entire image. It can be said that the overall
process is a two-stage approach. The first stage involves extraction and classification of the
low-
level subblock features xj, x/, and xj. The second stage involves synthesizing the subblock SVM
distance measures /c(xc'),/,(x/), andfe(xj) in order to obtain the full image color, texture, and edge
direction features dc, dt, and de. These features are then classified using a newly trained second
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stage SVM in order to obtain the final indoor/outdoor classification. The two-stage SVM
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Figure 12. Graphic illustration of the two-stage SVM approach.
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4. SEMANTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION
Although classifier engines can be used to establish a relationship between image primitives and
semantic scene understanding (e.g. indoor vs. outdoor), the approach can be enriched by
incorporating additional knowledge that is pertinent to the semantic scene understanding in
question. In this case, the semantic scene understanding in question is whether or not a particular
scene is indoor vs. outdoor. Additional knowledge that is pertinent to this task might be whether
or not the scene contains grass and/or sky regions, for example. If the scene does contain grass
and/or sky, then it can be asserted that it is an outdoor scene. This assertion is not categorical, as
there are ambiguous cases such as photographs taken through windows. However, these cases are
infrequent and generally without resolution involving philosophical discourse. Hence, it is
reasonable to assume that additional knowledge of the scene might reinforce the indoor/outdoor
categorization obtained using low-level image analysis. Two inevitable questions arise. Can
additional knowledge of the scene be obtained reliably? And if so, how can this knowledge be
incorporated with the aforementioned low-level features?
For the application considered here, semantic scene content such as grass, sky, buildings, cars and
people can be said to represent mid-level scene information in that it is less general than the
indoor vs. outdoor labeling. Prior image understanding research has shown that such mid-level
scene content can be detected reliably. Some examples include vegetation detection [51], sky
detection [51,52], and people detection [53]. Furthermore, models for probabilistic integration of
scene information also exist. Specifically, the use of Bayesian networks for feature integration is
discussed in section 5.
Not all mid-level scene information is useful in determining whether or not a given image is an
indoor scene or an outdoor scene. For example, people can be present in both indoor and outdoor
scenes. However, only on rare occasions can grass be found indoors (e.g. a domed stadium).
Similarly, sky regions are almost always present in
outdoor scenes. Given this reasoning, the
presence of sky and grass mid-level
information for improved indoor/outdoor classification is
considered here.
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To propose a scheme for the detection of grass and sky in images is beyond the scope of this
work. Instead, reliable grass and sky ground truth associated with an image database provided by
Kodak (see section 6.1) was used. The sky ground truth is further qualified as blue sky, cloud,
mixed sky, twilight, or other sky. The use of ground truth provides an upper bound on the
indoor/outdoor classification accuracy. To ascertain how accurate the indoor/outdoor
classification might be with computed mid-level information, grass and sky detection schemes
developed by Kodak were used. Kodak's sky detection algorithm is as described in [52]. Though
undocumented, the grass detection algorithm employs color and texture information to detect
grass regions. An example image and its associated grass ground truth are shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13. Example image (a) and associated grass region ground truth (b).
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5. FEATURE INTEGRATION
In this section, the process of integrating low-level features (as those described in section 2) and
semantic features (as those described in section 4) for enhanced indoor/outdoor classification is
discussed. An introduction to Bayesian networks probabilistic inference engines is first
provided.
5.1 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks, also known as belief networks, or simply Bayes nets, provide a powerful
framework for the description of complicated probabilistic systems through simple conditional
relationships [54]. They have become an important tool in the field of artificial intelligence,
which is ruled by uncertainty.
Bayes'
theorem is one of the celebrated results of probability
theory. It states that the posterior (or a posteriori) probability is described by the joint




The latter part of Eq. (60) is the well-known inversion formula. In words, it states that the belief
hypothesis H is true, based on new evidence E (posterior probability), can be expressed by the
product of the previous belief H is true (prior probability) with the likelihood that E will occur if
H is true (conditional probability).
The importance of this result is that P(H \ E), a typically difficult quantity to assess, can be
obtained from quantities that are not only more accessible, but usually available from experiential
knowledge. Yet, often the evidence E is not a single variable but rather, a set of variables. As the
number of evidence variables increases, computation of the joint probability becomes intractable.
Furthermore, it has been observed that a purely
mathematical description of probabilistic
reasoning is devoid of
psychological meaning and thus differs from human probabilistic
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reasoning. Perhaps the most striking limitation of numerical approaches to probability is the
assessment of independence. Using the previous example, if the hypothesis H is independent of
the evidence E, then,
P(H, E) = P(H) P(E) (61)





In practice, independence is gauged by computing the product P(H)P(E) and determining whether
or not it is equal to the joint probability. Although more formal, it is impractical and again
deviates from human intuition. In fact, humans are quickly and confidently able to determine
independence without computing numerical probabilities. Similarly, the notion of conditional
independence is quite familiar to humans. For example, assume there are two distinct evidence
variables, E; and E2. It can be said that the hypothesis H is independent of E2, given
;if
P(H\E2,Ej) = P(H\Ej) (63)
Although H and E2 may be marginally dependent, they become independent when Ej is known
i.e. conditionally independent. In other words, E2 is rendered irrelevant given knowledge of ;.
Humans are able to confidently deduce this sort of relevance from the structure of human
memory, which is far more efficient than assessing dependence via numerical estimates. Thus,
there is motivation for the use of a probabilistic architecture that is closer to human reasoning and
exploits conditional independence for added simplicity. Bayesian networks provide such a
framework.
Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs (DAG), where the nodes represent variables and
the links between nodes represent causal dependence expressed by conditional probabilities. A
link originates at a parent node and is directed toward a child node. The direction of the link
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indicates causality, and thus a dependence relationship. Nodes that exist at the same level are
considered conditionally independent. Such a framework can be regarded as a knowledge
representation because it encodes the joint probability of the variables. Also, computation of the
joint probability, which as described earlier, can become intractable with a large number of
variables, is simplified by taking advantage of the conditional independence between variables.
In the context of semantic scene understanding, the nodes in a Bayesian network represent
features. These features may describe low-level or high-level scene information. A Bayesian
network has four components: 1) prior belief about the features; 2) conditional probability
matrices (CPMs) that describe the relationship between connected nodes; 3) evidence from
feature detectors that are supplied as input; and 4) posterior belief after the conditional
probabilities are propagated through the Bayesian network.
Training Bayesian networks involves determining the CPMs for each parent-child node
relationship. This is facilitated by the fact that links at the same level are considered independent.
Two methods have been used to obtain CPMs. The first is via expert knowledge an ad hoc
approach where an expert provides information regarding the conditional probabilities of each
feature detector. The second is through contingency tables, where observations of each feature
detector are recorded and compiled using sampling and correlation methods. The contingency
table can then be normalized and used as the CPM. The CPM associated with a link cannot be
trained using frequency counting unless ground truth is available.
Bayesian networks have been shown to useful in data fusion applications [55] and have also been
successfully employed for semantic scene understanding
[15,56,57]. The work of Luo and
Savakis [15] is worthy of mention as it applied Bayesian Networks to the indoor/outdoor
classification problem. Given that the work of [15] involved the same image data set used here,
the same Bayesian network structure can be applied to the low-level feature-based indoor/outdoor
classification system presented in previous sections.
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5.2 Indoor/Outdoor Feature Integration
Integration of the low-level features described in section 2, together with the grass and sky
semantic features of section 4 is accomplished using a Bayesian network. The output of the
Bayesian network indicates the probability that the image in question is an outdoor scene. The
Bayesian network structure is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14. Bayesian network for indoor/outdoor classification.
The Bayesian network was applied in two different ways. First, the Color, Texture, and Edge
Direction nodes (shown with dashed lines in Figure 14) were pruned and the indoor/outdoor
belief/c,e(xc/e) obtained from the second stage SVM (section 3.3.3) was used to represent the Low-
Level Features node directly. Because the fcle(xc!e) represents a distance measure, theoretically, its
values can range from negative infinity to positive infinity:
- <fcte(Xcte) < (64)
Thus, for inclusion in the probabilistic Bayesian network, fcle(xcte) was translated to a valid
probability distribution. This was done using
the sigmoid function:




Where, Pr{Outdoor | Low-Level Features} [0,1] represents the probability that an image is an
outdoor scene, given the low-level feature classification of section 3.3.3.
In the second approach, the Color, Texture, and Edge direction nodes were retained and the color,
texture, and edge direction beliefs obtained from the separate SVM classifiers were used as
inputs. In this configuration, the Bayesian network infers the belief for the Low-Level Features
node. Comparing these two approaches will determine whether the second stage SVM or the
Bayes net does a better job at inferring the indoor/outdoor classification from low-level features.
The semantic feature probabilities were obtained using ground truth. That is, for each image in
the image database used here, there is associated ground truth indicating the presence of grass,
blue sky, clouds, mixed sky, twilight, or other sky. In addition, computed grass and sky
probabilities, obtained for each image in the database using Kodak's detectors, were also
evaluated. It should be noted though, that Kodak's sky detector does not discriminate between
different types of sky; it merely yields the probability that a scene contains sky of any type.
Hence, when using computed semantic features, the Blue Sky, Cloud, Mixed Sky, Twilight, and
Other Sky nodes (shown with dashed lines in Figure 14) were pruned from the Bayes net.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Image Database
A database of 1200 consumer photographs collected by Kodak was used to train and test the
indoor/outdoor classification performance. It is the same image database as the one used in
[12,15]. However, the number of images was reduced from 1343 to 1200 by eliminating images
with near duplicate scene content and/or ambiguous indoor/outdoor labeling. The removal of
near duplicates can, in general, result in higher error rates, as will be shown later. The indoor and
outdoor images are equally distributed in the 1200 image set.
The images in the database are 36-bit color, 512 x 768 resolution scanned photographs. The
preprocessing stage included quantization to 24-bit color, and a simple color balance that clipped
the top and bottom 0.5% of each color channel, centered, and equalized the histogram. In
addition, the images were subsampled to 256 x 384 pixels for increased processing speed. For
training and testing, the image database was divided into two independent sets of 600 images. If
not explicitly stated, the indoor/outdoor classification rates reported in the following sections
correspond to the independent test set.
6.2 Low-Level Feature Classification
As described, earlier, color histograms, wavelet texture features, and edge direction histograms
(section 2) were extracted in a variety of arrangements (section 3). The following sections
describe the classification results.
6.2. 1 Low-LevelFeatures ExtractedFrom the Full Image
In this configuration, feature vectors xc, x and xe were extracted from the full image and
classified using separately trained
SVMs. Training the features separately provides insight into
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the discriminatory power of each type of feature, as they describe different image characteristics.
The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Classification results for low-level features extracted from the full image.
Feature Training Set Test Set
Color 78.8% 74.5%
Texture 84.5% 83.0%
Edge Direction 84.0% 72.5%
In comparing the results of Table 2 with prior indoor/outdoor classification work, the results are
quite favorable. In terms of the color histograms, an indoor/outdoor classification accuracy of
74% was reported in both [12] and [15]. As can be seen from Table 2, an indoor/outdoor
classification accuracy of 74.5% was obtained here using SVMs. The same image database was
used in [12,15], which suggests that the comparable accuracy despite the reduced feature
dimensionality can be attributed to the SVM's superior generalization ability compared to the
k-
NN classifier of [12,15].
The wavelet texture features also achieved good results. The 83.0% classification rate shown in
Table 2 is higher than the MSAR results of 82.2% reported in [12,15]. This is a notable result
given that the wavelet texture features described in section 2.2 are more computationally efficient
and have half the dimensionality of the MSAR features.
Similarly, the edge direction histograms also performed well. In [11,14], it was reported that
edge direction histograms (with ne=72) extracted from the full image achieve an indoor/outdoor
classification accuracy of approximately
60% (on a distinct image database). Clearly, the
classification accuracy reported here is considerably higher;
again with half the feature
dimensionality.
6.2.2 Low-LevelFeatures Extracted From a2x2 Tessellation
In sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 it was discussed how
low-level features could be extracted from image
subblocks. Color, texture, and edge direction feature




each subblock i, where i=l,2,...,fi and fi=4 for a 2 x 2 tessellation. The classification results are
shown in Table 3.













As expected, the results of Table 3 show a decrease compared to Table 2. Aside from the overall
drop in accuracy compared to Table 2, it is interesting to note that the edge direction features
showed a particular decrease in accuracy. This implies that there are insufficient edges with
dominant orientations in image subblocks. The figures in Table 3 cannot be compared to other
approaches, as no prior work in indoor/outdoor classification has reported results from a 2 x 2
tessellation. As discussed earlier, the main motivation in considering image subblocks is that the
results can then be combined. Unfortunately, because a 2 x 2 tessellation only has four subblock,
there is only small number of samples to combine. Therefore, focus is instead placed on a 4 x 4
tessellation, which was used to great effect in [12].
6.2.3 Low-LevelFeatures Extracted From a 4 x4 Tessellation
In this approach, color, texture, and edge direction feature vectors x ', x/, and xj were extracted
from each subblock i, where i=l,2,...,B and 5=16 for a 4 x 4 tessellation. The classification
results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Classification results for low-level features extracted from a 4 x 4 tessellation.
Feature Training Set Test Set
Color 73.7% 67.6%
Texture 75.8% 73.0%
Edge Direction 65.6% 57.7%
The results in Table 4 reflect a further drop in accuracy with smaller subblocks. In particular, the
classification accuracy using edge direction histograms is very low. The 57.7% accuracy is
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barely better than simply venturing a guess. Though low, the color and texture results do
compare positively with previous work. Using a 4 x 4 tessellation on the same image set, a
classification accuracy of 70.3% for color features and 74.7% for MSAR features were reported
in [12]. The results ofTable 4 are only slightly lower, which indicates that positive results can be
achieved with reduced feature dimensionality and improved computational efficiency.
6.3 Inferring Indoor/Outdoor Classification From Subblocks
Although classification accuracy is lower for features extracted from image subblocks compared
to full image features, they provide a richer description of the scene. Their usefulness lies in the
fact that the subblock classification results can be combined in order to obtain higher
indoor/outdoor classification rates than from low-level features extracted and classified for the
full image, as demonstrated in [12].
6.3.1 Majority Classification
The majority classification approach was evaluated because it was used successfully for
indoor/outdoor classification in [12]. The results using a majority classifier with different
combinations of color, texture, and edge direction features are shown in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5
shows the results using a 2 x 2 tessellation and Table 6 shows the results using a 4 x 4
tessellation.
Table 5. Indoor/Outdoor classification results using a majority classifier (2x2 tessellation).




Color and Texture 85.7%
Color and Edge Direction 77.7%
Texture and Edge Direction 80.2%
Color, Texture, and Edge Direction 85.7%
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Table 6. Indoor/Outdoor classification results using a majority classifier (4x4 tessellation).




Color and Texture 87.2%
Color and Edge Direction 86.0%
Texture and Edge Direction 79.0%
Color, Texture, and Edge Direction 87.0%
In comparing Tables 5 and 6, it is clear that the indoor/outdoor classification results using a 4 x 4
tessellation are better than the results using a 2 x 2 tessellation. This suggests that a larger
number of subblocks provide a more detailed description of the indoor/outdoor scene layout.
Also, the classification rates shown in Tables 5 and 6 are higher than the results obtained using
full image low-level feature extraction and classification (Table 2). This confirms the notion that,
when combined, the subblock classification results provide a richer depiction of the scene than
full image features.
Another observation is that the edge direction features performed poorly in both Tables 5 and 6.
As can be discerned from Table 6, the highest indoor/outdoor classification rate (87.2%) was
achieved using the combination of color and
texture features. There was no added advantage to
combining edge direction features together
with the color and texture features. In fact, the edge
direction features in combination with the texture features actually result in a lower classification
rate than the texture features alone.
The 87.2% classification rate of Table 6 compares well with existing
indoor/outdoor
classification approaches. Using a majority classifier on a 4 x 4 tessellation,
Szummer and Picard
[12] reported a classification accuracy of
90.3% with virtually the same imagery used here.
However, as noted in section 6.1, the database
contained many duplicate scenes, which can lead
to higher classification rates. In fact, an informal
reassessment of Szummer and
Picard'
s
approach after removing images
with duplicate scene content showed that the overall
classification rate dropped to about 85%. Therefore, the results
of Table 6 are comparable, if not
superior to those of [12]. The indoor/outdoor
classification rate of 87.2% is still 1 to 2 percent
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lower than the 88.2% and 88.7% reported in [11,14]. For this reason, other approaches to
synthesize subblock classification results were explored.
6.3.2 Synthesis ofSubblock SVM Distances
It was noted in section 3.3.2 that a majority classifier does not take full advantage of the SVM
distance measure. On the other hand, the results in Tables 7 and 8 illustrate that the method of
3.3.2 exploits the subblock SVM distance measures for added classification accuracy, as shown
below.
Table 7. Indoor/Outdoor classification results using subblock synthesis (2x2 tessellation).




Color and Texture 88.5%
Color and Edge Direction 80.5%
Texture and Edge Direction 85.7%
Color, Texture, and Edge Direction 88.5%
Table 8. Indoor/Outdoor classification results using subblock synthesis (4x4 tessellation).




Color and Texture 89.0%
Color and Edge Direction 88.5%
Texture and Edge Direction 85.3%
Color, Texture, and Edge Direction 88.0%
The highest indoor/outdoor classification rate (89.0%) was obtained by combining color and
texture features from the 4 x 4 tessellation (Table 8). The edge direction features again
performed poorly, adding no value to most of the combinations shown in Tables 7 and 8. The
indoor/outdoor classification rate of 89.0% (Table 8) is about 2 percent better than the 87.2%
obtained using a majority classifier on a 4 x 4
tessellation (Table 6). This is a notable increase in
accuracy considering such a small change in
approach. The benefit is most likely due to the fact
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that this approach minimizes the impact of subblocks with a borderline categorization. For
example, if a given subblock has confusing signatures and could be classified as either indoor or
outdoor, its SVM distance measures fc(xj), ft(x,'), and fe(xj) will all be near zero. Therefore, the
effect is minimal in summing the SVM distance measures over the other subblocks in the image.
On the other hand, the majority classifier forces and indoor or outdoor label potentially
amplifying the ambiguity and incurring a classification error.
6.3.3 Second Stage SVM
In this approach, an SVM classifier is used to infer the indoor/outdoor classification from the
subblock beliefs. Given the poor performance of the edge direction features shown in previous
sections, they were eliminated from consideration for the second stage SVM training. Because
the 4 x 4 tessellation results were higher than the 2 x 2 tessellation results in each of the
approaches discussed up to this point, the 2 x 2 configuration was also discarded. Thus, the
following feature vector was used for the second SVM classification stage instead:
xcr = [dc, dt] (66)
Where, dc and d, are color and texture distance features obtained using Eq. (55) and (56) from a 4
x 4 tessellation. Using the new feature vector, a new SVM was trained on the image set. The
second stage SVM results for both the training and test sets are shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Indoor/Outdoor classification results using a second stage SVM.
Training Set Test Set
95.0% 90.2%
As can be seen from Table 9, the second stage SVM classification yields a 1% accuracy increase
compared to Table 8 and a 3% increase compared to Table 6. The increase is not unexpected, as
classifier engines are able to exploit non-linear interaction between features.
In comparing the results of Table 9 with prior research,
the indoor/outdoor classification accuracy




s method [12] actually achieved a classification of about 85% when
duplicate scenes were removed from Kodak's image database. Similarly, Paek et al [13] reported
an indoor/outdoor classification rate of 86% on a database of 1300 news images. Therefore, the
second stage SVM approach described here represents an increase of roughly 5% compared to
those two methods. In [11,14], Vailaya et al obtained indoor/outdoor classification rates of
roughly 88.2% and 88.7% on two different test sets. Again, these figures are below those of
Table 9 by as much as 2%. Finally, Luo and Savakis [15] reported an indoor/outdoor
classification accuracy of 90.1% and 84.7% by integrating low-level features with ground truth
and computed semantic features (respectively) using a Bayes net. A similar approach was also
used here (section 5) and the results are presented in the following sections.
6.4 Feature Integration Using a Bayesian Network
A similar Bayes net approach to integrating low-level and semantic features was also discussed in
[15]. However, the low-level features used in [15] were the same as those used in [12], which as
discussed earlier did not perform as well as the color and texture features proposed here. Thus, it
is reasonable to assume that a similar integration of low-level and semantic features might further
increase the accuracy of the indoor/outdoor classification system proposed here. The first
approach discussed here involved using the second stage SVM to combine the color and texture
features and then use the Bayes net to integrate the results with the semantic features. The second
approach involved using the Bayes net to combine the color and texture features directly and then
integrate them with the semantic features.
6.4. 1 Bayesian Network Feature Integration Using Second Stage SVM results
In this case, the Color, Texture, and Edge Direction nodes of the Bayes net (Figure 14) were
pruned and the second stage SVM results were used as direct input to the Low-Level Features
node (Figure 14). In such a scenario, the second stage SVM combines the color and texture
features in order to infer a low-level feature-based indoor/outdoor probability, as in Eq. (61). The
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results using Kodak's grass and sky detectors to compute the semantic feature probabilities are
shown in Table 10. The results using grass and sky ground truth are shown in Table 11.
Table 10. Results using the second stage SVM belief with computed semantic features.
Correct Incorrect Percent Correct
Indoor 266 30 89.9%
Outdoor 277 27 91.1%
Overall 543 57 90.5%
Table 11. Results using the second stage SVM belief with ground truth semantic features.
Correct Incorrect Percent Correct
Indoor 275 21 92.9%
Outdoor 278 26 91.4%
Overall 553 47 92.2%
There are some important observations to be made from Tables 10 and 11. Table 10 shows an
overall indoor/outdoor classification rate of 90.5% when combining low-level features and
semantic features. The first observation to be made is that this figure is essentially the same as
the indoor/outdoor classification rate of 90.2% obtained using the second stage SVM approach, as
shown in Table 9. In other words, there was not a significant change in classification accuracy
when adding semantic scene knowledge. This is somewhat surprising, as one would
expect
knowledge of grass and/or sky in a scene to aid indoor/outdoor classification. Ideally, the grass
and sky detection should help increase the indoor/outdoor classification by eliminating false
positives and true negatives. The fact that the indoor/outdoor classification rate did not increase
notably may be because any gains
obtained through correct grass and sky detection were
cancelled out by errors due to incorrect grass and sky detection. In other words, for every
outdoor scene with correctly detected grass and sky,
there may have been an indoor scene with
incorrectly detected grass and sky. Moreover, it is
possible that scenes incorrectly classified by
the second stage SVM did not contain either grass or sky, in which case the semantic features
would be of no aid. This is confirmed by the incorrectly classified images shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15a shows an outdoor scene incorrectly classified as an indoor scene while Figurel5b
















Figure 15. Incorrectly classified outdoor scene (a) and indoor scene (b).
As can be seen, the image in Figure 15a contains twilight sky, which is not explicitly detected by
Kodak's sky detector. The image in Figure 15b was probably incorrectly classified because the
natural light and the texture are more indicative of an outdoor scene. It is possible that sky
ground truth, where twilight sky is considered, might benefit a case like the image in Figure 15a.
Table 1 1 shows the potential impact of incorporating semantic features assuming perfect grass
and sky detection. A full 2% increase in classification accuracy is obtained compared to the
results of Table 10. Of particular note is the increase in correctly classified indoor scenes. The
number of correctly classified indoor scenes increased from 266 in Table 10 to 275 in Table 11,
while the number of correctly classified outdoor scenes remained essentially constant. This
suggests that accurate knowledge of the presence of sky and grass regions in an image helps
eliminate false positives, i.e. indoor scenes classified as outdoor scenes.
Although there was a notable increase in classification accuracy using grass and sky ground truth,
it may be worthwhile to include
additional semantic features other than sky and grass. It is
possible that the indoor/outdoor color and texture features are inherently using sky and grass to
distinguish between indoor and outdoor scenes. Thus, inclusion of semantic features not reliably




6.4.2 FullBayesian Network Feature Integration
A full Bayes net approach to low-level and semantic feature integration is discussed in this
section. In this case, the Color and Texture nodes of the Bayes net (Figure 14) were retained.
The Edge Direction node was pruned, however, due to the poor performance of the edge direction
histograms shown in previous sections. The color and texture SVM distance measures dc and d,
were converted to probabilities using a sigmoid function akin to Eq. (65). Such an approach
yielded color and texture indoor/outdoor classification rates of 85.5% and 85.0%, respectively
(see Table 8). The Bayes net is then used to integrate the low-level and semantic features. As in
the previous section, both computed and semantic grass/sky features were used.
Table 12. Results using Bayes net to integrate low-level and computed semantic features.
Correct Incorrect Percent Correct
Indoor 260 36 87.8%
Outdoor 284 20 93.4%
Overall 544 56 90.7%
Table 13. Results using Bayes net to integrate low-level and ground truth semantic features.
Correct Incorrect Percent Correct
Indoor 277 19 93.6%
Outdoor 280 24 92.1%
Overall 557 43 92.8%
The trends in Tables 12 and 13 are similar to those observed in Tables 10 and 11 in the previous
section. Again, the overall classification rate of 90.7% using both low-level and computed
semantic features (Table 12) is not significantly higher than the classification rate of 90.2% using
low-level features exclusively (Table 9).
The potential gains in accuracy when incorporating semantic features can be seen in Table 13.
The use of grass and sky ground truth increased the
overall indoor/outdoor classification rate to
92.8%, which is almost a full 3% improvement compared to the second stage SVM classification
rate of 90.2% (Table 9). It is also interesting to note that the results of Tables 12 and 13 are
slightly higher than the results of
Tables 10 and 1 1. This implies that the Bayes net does a better
job of combining the color and texture
features compared to the second stage SVM.
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6.5 Computational Efficiency
One of the goals in developing the indoor/outdoor classification system proposed here was to
address the issue of computational efficiency. The first gain in computational efficiency was to
reduce the dimensionality of the feature set below the norm for similar applications. As discussed
in section 2, the proposed color, texture, and edge direction features possess half the number of
dimensions compared to existing methods. This is an important improvement, as it is well known
that very high-dimensional feature sets can make training and classification intractable.
Another important gain is the reduced computational complexity of the low-level features
especially the texture features. Prior approaches to indoor/outdoor classification employed the
popularMSAR texture features [11,12,14,15]. The wavelet texture features introduced here are a
more computationally viable alternative to the MSAR model. To highlight this point,
computation (on a Sun Ultra 5) of the MSAR features on an image of comparable size to those in
our database required 194 seconds compared to only 0.3 seconds for the wavelet features.
Moreover, computation of simple color histogram features (as the ones used here) is trivial and
much more efficient than say, the color moments used in [11,14,17]. Most importantly, however,
the gains in low-level feature computational efficiency did not compromise the classification
accuracy of the system.
In terms of low-level feature classification, SVMs were used instead of the notoriously slow
k-
NN classifier used in [12,15,16,17]. Whereas a k-NN classifier must parse the entire training
space (equal to the number of training samples) to classify a given feature vector, the number of
points in the SVM training space is equal to the number of support
vectors [45] (typically less
than the number of training samples). In fact, the color and texture
SVMs ultimately used for
indoor/outdoor classification here, represent a combined 33% decrease in training vectors
compared to a k-NN classifier.
Finally, efficient integration of low-level and
semantic features is afforded by the use of a
Bayesian network. Belief networks provide fast and efficient computation of potentially




It was shown that a set of low dimensional, computationally efficient low-level features could be
used to accurately classify indoor and outdoor scenes. In particular, color histograms extracted
from the LST color space and wavelet texture features were shown to be useful. SVMs were used
for enhanced classification performance of the reduced dimensionality feature set. It was also
demonstrated that combining classification results from a 4 x 4 tessellation led to higher
indoor/classification accuracy than features extracted using other configurations. Using the
combined subblock results, an indoor/outdoor classification accuracy of 90.2% was obtained
using a second stage SVM classification. This is an encouraging result, as it represents a 2 to 5
percent increase in accuracy compared to previous low-level feature approaches to
indoor/outdoor classification [11,12,13,14,16]. Finally, incorporation of semantic features using
a Bayesian network was shown to provide a potential gain of 3% in indoor/outdoor classification
accuracy, raising the overall rate to 92.8%.
Given that the incorporation of computed semantic features did not add much value; it would be
worthwhile to consider additional semantic features that might be useful for indoor/outdoor
classification besides sky and grass. Diversifying the Bayesian network in such a way might help
improve the contribution of computed semantic features. In particular, semantic features that are
not easily detectable using the same low-level features could be considered. Future work also to
be considered includes feature sharing. That is, using the same low-level feature set for semantic
feature detection. For instance, the same color and texture features used for indoor/outdoor low-
level feature classification could be used to train classifiers for grass and sky detection. In such a
scenario, the low-level features are extracted once, then directed to different classifiers inferring
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APPENDIX
function F = lst(f)
% Convert 8 -bit RGB image to LST color space.
%
% Usage: F = lst(f)
%
% Author: Navid Serrano
f = double (f) ;
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function h = imghist (im,N)







h = imghist (im,N)
im - source image
N - histogram bins
Navid Serrano
im = double (im) ;




function [e,m,a] = canny (f, T1,T2)





[e,m,a] = canny (f,Tl,T2;
f - source image
Tl - low threshold




f = double (f) ;
% Define 3x3 Gaussian smoothing
kernel
g
= [0.0001 0.0070 0 . 0001 ; 0 . 0070 0.9718 0 . 0070 ; 0
. 0001 0.0070 0.0001];
% Define 3x3 Prewitt derivative
filters
hx = [-1 -1 -1;0 0 0;1 1 1] ;
Al
hy = [-1 0 1;-1 0 1;-1 0 1] ;
% Smooth image using Gaussian filter and compute partial derivatives
for k=l:ch
s( : , : ,k) = filter2 (g,f ( : ,
dx( : , : ,k) = filter2(hx,s(





% Compute edge magnitude and direction using PCA
for i=l:rw
for j=l:cl
if ch > 1
A- [dx(i,j,l) dy(i, j,l) ;dx(i, j,2) dy (i, j , 2) ;dx(i, j , 3)
dy ( i , j , 3 ) ] ;
else
A = [dx(i, j) dy(i,j,l)];
end
[V,D] = eig(A'*A) ;
D = D(find(D) ) ;
m(i, j ) = max(D) ;
index = f ind(D==m(i, j ) ) ;
a(i,j) = atan(V(2, index) /V(l, index) ) ;
end
end
% Quantize angles to four zones
q
= floor (4* (a+pi/2) /pi) + 1;
% Define 8 -neighbor general coordinates
di - [ 1 0 -1 -1 -1 0 11];
dj = [ 1 1 1 0-1-1-10];
% Find candidate boundary points and eliminate weak edges
e = zeros (rw, cl) ;
for i=2 : rw-1
for j=2:cl-l
if m(i, j ) >m(i+di (q(i, j) ) . j+dj (q(i, j ) ) ) & m(i , j ) >m( i-di (q(i , j ) ) , j
dj(q(i,j)))
if m(i, j) > Tl
for k=l:8
if m(i+dj (k) , j+dj (k) ) > T2










function h = edgehist (e, a, bins)
% Construct an edge direction histogram.
%
% Usage: h = edgehist (e, a, bins)
%
% e - edge map (from Canny operator)
% a - edge angle
% bins - number of bins in histogram
%
% Author: Navid Serrano
% Extract image dimensions
[r, c] = size (e) ;




% Eliminate points not considered edges
a = a .
*
(e>0) ;
a = f ind (reshape (a, l,Np) ) ;
% Compute number of edge points in image
Ne = length (a) ;
% Construct edge direction histograms
if Ne > 0
h = hist (a, bins) / Ne;
h(bins+l) = (Np
- Ne) / Np;
else
h = [zeros (1, bins) 1] ;
end
function Wc = wavcoef ( f ,N, wname)
% Extract wavelet decomposition coefficients (requires Matlab wavelet
toolbox) .
%
% Usage: [Wc] = wavcoef ( f,N,wname)
%




- wavelet filter name (use Matlab denominations)
%
% Author: Navid Serrano
[r,c] = size(f)
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[C,S] = wavedec2 (f,N, wname ) ;
Wc{l} = appcoef2 (C,S, wname, N) ;
j = 1;
for i=N:-l:l
Wc{3*i+1} = detcoef2('d',C,S, j) ;




r = r / 2 ;
[r2,c2] = size(Wc{3*i}) ;
e = floor ( (r2-r) 12) ;
if odd(r2)
Wc{3*i+1} = Wc{3*i+1} (e+2:r2-e,e+2:c2-e) ;
Wc{3*i} = Wc{3*i} (e+2:r2-e,e+2:c2-e) ;
Wc{3*i-1} = Wc{3*i-1} (e+2:r2-e,e+2:c2-e) ;
else
Wc{3*i + 1} = Wc{3*i +1] (e+l:r2-e,e + l:c2-e) ;
Wc{3*i} = Wc{3*i}(e+l:r2-e,e+l:c2-e);
Wc{3*i-1} = Wc{3*i-1} (e+l:r2-e,e+l:c2-e) ;
end
j = j + 1;
end
if odd(r2)
Wc{l} = Wc{l) (e+2:r2-e,e+2:c2-e) ;
else
Wc{l} = Wc{l} (e+l:r2-e,e+l:c2-e) ;
end
function [c,t,e] = iocfeatures (im, class, blk, Tl , T2 )
% Extract color, texture, and edge direction features.
%
% Usage: [c,t,e] = iocfeatures (im, blk, Tl,T2 )
%
% im - source image
% blk - tessellation (e.g. for 4x4 tessellation, blk=4)
% Tl - low threshold for Canny edge selection
% T2 - high threshold for Canny edge selection
%
% Author: Navid Serrano
% Extract image dimensions
[rw,cl,ch] = size(im);
% Convert RGB image to LST space
I = 1st (im) ;
% Compute edge magnitude and direction
[E,M,A] = canny ( im, Tl, T2 ) ;
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e(b, :) = edgehist (E(i :i+brw-l, j :j+bcl-l) , A(i : i+brw-1 , j
:j+bcl-
1) ,36) ;
c(b,:) = [imhist (I (i: i+brw-1, j : j+bcl-1,1) ,16)
imhist (I (i: i+brw-1, j : j+bcl-1,2) ,16)
imhist (I (i: i+brw-1, j : j+bcl-1,3) ,16) ]
'
;
b = b + 1;
end
end
% Compute 2-level DWT using biorthogonal 3/5 filter





% Filter LLl coefficients using Laplacian
W{1} = filter2([-l -1 -1;-1 8 -1;-1 -1 -1]/9,W{1});








t(b,k) = sum(sum(abs(W{k} (i: i+brw-1, j:j+bcl-l) ) .A2) ) ;




% Append indoor/outdoor class to each subblock (or full image)
c(l:blk/s2,49)
= class;
t(l:blkA2,8) = class;
e(l:blk^2,38)
= class;
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